Introduction
The Clinical Outcomes in Routine Evaluation-Outcome Measure (CORE-OM) is widely used to measure symptoms in individuals undergoing a counselling intervention (e.g. Barkham et al., 2015) . The measure is part of the CORE system for monitoring progress at individual, therapist and service levels. The CORE system aims to facilitate information gathering for a broad range of purposes including individual-level feedback for those undergoing counselling, service design, policy, and academic research. In research contexts, the CORE-OM has been the instrument of choice in evaluating the effectiveness of counselling interventions and predictors of outcome (e.g. Beck et al., 2015; Kontenun et al. 2016; McKenzie et al., 2015; Murray et al. 2015; Stiles et al. 2008 ). Such studies have generally supported the efficacy of counselling irrespective of the theoretical orientation of the therapist and across university counselling and primary and secondary care settings.
These studies have in some form or another tended to rely on comparing (rescaled) CORE-OM scores before and after treatment. Significant efforts have gone into ensuring that the CORE-OM scores provide a reliable and valid measure of psychological functioning and clinically significant change. Psychometric studies of the CORE-OM abound in the literature and suggest that the CORE-OM possesses these important properties (e.g. Barkham et al., 2006; Connell et al., 2007; Evans et al., 2002) , although the best factorial structure of the questionnaire, and the related ways in which items are organised, scored and summed, depend to some extent on the aims of the study (e.g. Bedford et al., 2010; Lyne et al., 2006; Skre et al., 2013) . However, there are a number of challenges on relying on self-report measures as indicators of therapeutic change (McLeod, 2001) . A key difficulty is ensuring that its scores have the same meaning and scale before and after treatment. If scores are not comparable in this way then an observed change in symptoms may be partly or wholly attributable to a change not in true symptom levels, but in the way that respondents interpret and respond to items (e.g. Oort, 2009 ).
Measurement changes of this kind have been referred to as 'response shifts' and are likely to occur in the context of psychological interventions. Past research suggests that merely re-administering an instrument can induce response shifts (e.g. Lievens et al., 2007) making this a cause for concern in any repeated measures design. However, psychotherapy interventions may be particularly likely to engender response shifts. For example, during the course of therapy, individuals may learn more about their symptoms and may thus become better able to identify and make distinctions between different symptoms (e.g. Fokkema et al., 2013) . Similarly, often an explicit goal or presumed mechanism of action for a therapy is to create perspective changes that could lead to a re-conceptualisation of symptoms. If therapy is successful and a patient moves into the healthy range, their frame of reference may change and the same symptom could be perceived and reported differently as a result (e.g. Oort, 2009) . Certain response styles are also potentially associated with psychopathology; for example, depression has been linked with extreme responding related to a 'dichotomous thinking' style and attenuated social desirability effects (e.g. Forand & DeRibeis, 2014; Logan et al., 2008) . Thus, successful therapy may both reduce symptoms and but also influence the manner in which individuals report them.
Indeed, past evidence supports the idea that therapy can induce response shifts.
Examining the effects of psychotherapy on responses to the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck & Beamsderfer, 1974) , Fokkema et al. (2013) found evidence that patients became better at reporting their symptoms after therapy. However, they also found that for the same underlying severity of psychopathology, patients tended to report higher levels of symptoms post-therapy. This suggests that beneficial changes due to therapy could be underestimated due to response shifts.
Given that, as a self-reported instrument, the CORE-OM could also be vulnerable to these kinds of response shifts, it is important to evaluate whether and how responses to the instrument change following a counselling intervention. Such questions can be asked within a measurement invariance framework. Measurement invariance is a statistical concept referring to the extent to which indicators (e.g. questionnaire items on the CORE-OM) of a particular construct (e.g. general distress) are measuring the same thing, even if used with different groups of people or at different time points.
A questionnaire measure such as the CORE-OM is said to show measurement invariance when all individuals with the same underlying trait levels (e.g. same underlying level of general distress) have the same expected observed score distributions. When average group levels of a particular trait are being compared over time (e.g. to evaluate the impact of an intervention), it is only possible to make valid inferences about that impact if the measure that is used to assess the trait in question shows sufficient measurement invariance across time. In practice, this means that at least two items per construct measured need to function equivalently across time provided a latent variable model is used. If sum scores are used, the measurement invariance requirements are much stricter. If invariance does not hold and this is not appropriately taken account of, any differences in the trait levels that are observed over time could partly or wholly reflect changes that are related to the assessment process (artifactual differences) rather than 'true' changes in the underlying trait. Measurement invariance tests are, therefore, an important prerequisite to testing mean differences in functioning assessed by measures such as the CORE-OM. In this study we, therefore, test whether the CORE-OM shows evidence of response shifts which undermine the comparability of its scores before and after an intervention.
Method Participants
Participants were 359 individuals (108 male, 249 female, 1 transgender) who attended university counselling services. The mean age of the participants was 22.7 (SD=4.3) and the mean number of sessions attended was 5.36 (SD=1.61).
Measures
The CORE-OM is a 34-item self-report instrument nominally measuring the domains of subjective wellbeing, symptoms, function and risk, although factor analyses have suggested that alternative ways of organising the items may be optimal (Evans et al. 2002) .
Past studies have supported the reliability, acceptability, sensitivity to change and convergent validity of the scale as used in counselling (Evans et al., 2002; Connell et al., 2007) . Items ask participants about the extent to which they have experienced symptoms in the last week.
Responses are provided on a 5-point Likert scale.
Statistical procedure
As noted previously, the optimal factor structure of the CORE-OM (i.e. the structure that combines the different items together in the best way to explain the most variance of the concept being measured), can differ depending on the aim of the study. For this reason, rather than adopting an existing factor structure, we undertook an initial analysis to determine what the best factor structure might be to fit our data.
To do this we used an initial exploratory factor analysis (EFA) which was based on inter-correlations between the responses to the different CORE-OM items at the start of the counselling process (pre-intervention). We did this in the baseline data rather than the followup data because the baseline data could be assumed to be 'uncontaminated' by response shifts and thus provides the best reference factor structure against which to measure changes due to treatment. Those items that are designed to measure the same construct, should correlate highly with each other (creating a factor) and less well with items that are designed to measure a different construct. The aim of factor analysis is to identify the optimal number of factors that best describe the concept(s) that the tool or questionnaire is designed to measure.
To guide the number of factors to keep in our final model we used parallel analysis with principal components analysis (PA-PCA; Horn, 1965) , the minimum average partial (MAP) test (Velicer, 1976) and visual inspection of scree plots. These methods have been recommended based on their performance in simulation studies (e.g., Crawford et al., 2010; Velicer et al., 2000) and their technical details can be found in these publications. PA-PCA and MAP provide statistical indices and the scree test provides a graphical display to assist the researcher in determining the optimal number of factors to summarise the relationships between the items.
We used minimum residuals (minres) extraction and oblimin and bi-factor rotations (e.g. Jennrich & Bentler, 2012 ) to obtain factor solutions. Factor rotation allows a more interpretable solution to be obtained from factor analysis results. Oblimin rotation allows factors to be correlated, and bi-factor rotation specifies one general factor to which all items are related and several 'domain' factors to which only subsets of items are related.
Based on the outcome of the EFA analyses above, we developed a model to use in our analyses of measurement invariance. We used a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) approach to testing measurement invariance (e.g. see Meade & Lauchtenschlager, 2004) . In broad terms, CFA is used to test how well a proposed factor structure fits a dataset. When used to test measurement invariance, it involved a series of comparisons of different models operationalising different levels of factorial invariance, described in detail below.
We used this approach to evaluate the degree to which measurement invariance in this model could be obtained pre-and post-intervention. We began by fitting a configural model. This means that the same items are related to the same factors both pre-and postintervention. For scaling and identification, we fixed latent factor means and variances preintervention at 0 and 1 respectively, and one loading and one threshold equal across pre-and post-intervention for each factor. Loadings refer to the relations between items and factors while thresholds refer to the points on the trait distribution that divide different item response categories. We then added metric constraints to produce a second model in which the magnitude of relations between items and factors (factor loadings) were the same pre-and post-intervention. We then added scalar constraints to produce a model in which all loadings and all thresholds were the same pre-and post-intervention. Invariance was taken to hold when the chi-square difference test was not significant with the addition of (metric or scalar) invariance constraints (p<.05). If metric or invariance did not hold, we used modification indices to guide the identification of untenable constraints and remove them to achieve a partial invariance model. Modification indices can be used to identify local model misspecifications (e.g. Saris et al., 1987) . They are an estimate of the change in model chisquare if a constraint was to be removed. Large modification indices associated with an invariance constraint (e.g. constraining a particular factor loading to be equal across time) thus point to the removal of that constraint. Partial invariance refers to a situation where only a subset of loadings and/or thresholds are invariant over time. Partial invariance can be sufficient to compare scores over time, provided that the non-invariant loadings and thresholds are included in the model. If a degree of partial invariance still cannot be achieved when constraints have been released on all but two items in a factor, then it is concluded that the measure cannot be used to compare scores pre-versus post-intervention. Models were estimated in Mplus 7.4 using weighted least squares means and variances (WLSMV) estimation (Muthén & Muthén, 1998 -2014 . WLSMV treats items as ordered categorical, rather than assuming that responses approximate continuous distributions. It was preferred over maximum likelihood estimation because although the items had a five-point scale, the response category distributions were somewhat skewed, as is typical of mental health variables. Under these circumstances, WLSMV tends to perform better (e.g. Rhemtulla et al., 2012) .
Mean difference tests
To evaluate whether counselling had improved functioning at the group level, we conducted mean pre-versus post-difference tests for each factor. In methods traditionally used in counselling evaluation research, this might be achieved using a paired samples t-test.
However, within a latent variable modelling framework, the best approach is to use a chisquare difference test with 1 degree of freedom. This involves comparing a model in which the mean is allowed to vary across time to one in which it is constrained to be equal across time. If the fit of the latter model is significantly worse than the former, this suggests that levels of functioning have significantly changed over time. Looking at the mean estimates from the first model indicates the direction of the change (improvement or deterioration in functioning). To account for response shifts, tests were conducted using models that included only those invariance constraints that had been shown to hold in previous analysis steps.
Which model served as the comparison (less constrained) model in these comparisons, therefore, depended on the level of invariance that could be attained. For example, if two items showed a lack of scalar invariance, these items would have thresholds that were freely estimated over time, while all other items would have thresholds constrained equal over time.
Mean difference tests were not conducted for a factor if partial invariance could not be achieved (i.e., there were not at least two invariant items for a factor).
Sample Size
For a fixed number of variables, necessary sample sizes for factor analysis depend on a range of conditions, especially the magnitude of factor loadings and the number of factors (e.g. MacCallum et al., 2001 ). As we did not know these in advance we could not be absolutely certain of the necessary sample size in advance. However, based on past factor analytic research with the CORE-OM, we anticipated that the number of factors would be no more than six and that primary factors loadings would generally be moderate to large (e.g. Bedford et al., 2010; Skre et al., 2013) . Our available sample size of 359 could thus be considered sufficient for good factor recovery based on past simulation studies (e.g. De Winter et al., 2009). Our sample size could also be considered sufficient in terms of necessary sample size to detect non-invariance. Simulation studies have, for example, suggested that invariance can be detected with sample sizes as small as 100 per group, depending on the magnitude of the effect (e.g. Kim & Yoon, 2011) .
Results

EFA
In the pre-intervention data, MAP and parallel analysis both suggested four factors to retain. This was also supported by visual inspection of a scree plot which suggested the presence of one strong general factor and three domain factors. These domain factors reflected unique relationships between specific subsets of CORE-OM items.
There were four items with salient (>|.30|) loadings on the first domain factor, all referring to self-harming and suicidal ideation and behaviour. We labelled this factor 'self-harm'. There were four items with salient loadings on the second domain factor referring to threatening or intimidating another, feeling criticised, behaving irritably and feeling humiliated/shamed. We labelled this factor 'externalising'. There were six items with salient loadings on the third domain factor, referring to feeling alone/isolated, feeling like crying, panic/terror, feeling overwhelmed and feeling/warmth affection for someone (reverse coded), however, the latter item had a negative loading. We labelled this factor 'internalising'. We adopted this factor structure as the basis for subsequent analyses.
CFA
We fit a series of confirmatory models using the model developed as described above.
There were several items (Items 6, 16 and 22) for which >95% of individuals endorsed the lowest response option at follow-up. To avoid estimation problems due to the low prevalence of these symptoms at follow-up we (a) combined item 16 with item 9 and (b) combined items 6 and 22. In both cases, the pairs of items showed high correlations and measured conceptually very similar behaviours. Items 16 and 9 measured self-harming behaviour and Items 6 and 22 measured violent behaviour. Based on our EFA analyses, we fit a bi-factor confirmatory model as our configural model (as our CFA model showed good fit -see below-and the purpose of the EFA was to guide the specification of the CFA, therefore we did not re-estimate the EFA with the newly combined items). This allowed us to model variation along both a general scale dimension and specific scale dimensions (Murray & Johnson, 2013; Reise, 2012) . A bi-factor model is a CFA model in which each item can load on two factors: one general factor defined by all items, and one domain (sometimes referred to as 'group') factor defined by only a subset of items. The configural model specification is shown in Figure 1 . For clarity, residual variances and mean structures are omitted. Table 2 (thresholds). Syntax is provided in Supplementary Materials.
Given that the majority of invariance constraints held, we proceeded to conduct mean difference tests using this model. We did not attempt to estimate mean difference in the selfharm factor over time because there were not enough invariant items to support such a test. This represents a substantial improvement in general functioning. For comparison, the corresponding standardised difference using traditional methods of comparing pre-versus post-test scores (i.e. using summed scores) was 1.15.
Discussion
Response shifts are liable to occur in measures used to assess functioning before and after an intervention and can undermine evaluations of intervention effectiveness. In this study, we evaluated whether the CORE-OM showed evidence of response shifts. We found some measurement differences between baseline and follow-up. Several items showed larger general factor loadings at baseline, implying that they are better indicators of overall psychopathology levels before treatment. These were a combined There is some uncertainty surrounding the optimal factor structure for the CORE-OM.
While it is designed to measure four domains-wellbeing, symptoms/problems, functioning and risk--previous factor analyses have suggested that alternative structures may provide better representations of how items tend to cluster together (e.g. Bedford et al., 2010; Lyne et al., 2006; Skre et al., 2013) . These studies differ in the specific factor solutions judged optimal -likely due to their methodological differences. However, they generally agree on the fact that a strong general dimension can be extracted. Skre et al. (2013) , for example, fit a bi-factor model and found that every item loaded saliently >|.3| on a general factor. In fact, there were few salient domain factors. For example, their subjective wellbeing factor had only one loading >|.3| and this item loaded higher on the general factor. Our results also suggested a strong general factor with domain factors that could be labelled 'internalising', 'externalising', and 'self-harm'. The 'internalising' factor was defined by symptoms such as crying, feeling panic or terror, and feeling overwhelmed. The 'externalising' factor was defined by symptoms just as being threatening, physically violent, or irritable towards other people. The 'self-harm' factor was defined by self-harming behaviours, suicidal ideation and suicidal plans. While this differs from the intended structure of the CORE-OM, it is consistent with contemporary theories of the hierarchical structure of mental health symptoms more broadly. Factor analyses over the past decades have suggested that mental health symptoms can be organised in terms of different levels of generality with a small number of broad dimensions at the most general level. These usually include internalising and externalising dimensions together with other 'transdiagnostic' factors that depend on the item pool (e.g. if psychosis items are included a thought disorder factor may emerge; Caspi et al., 2014; Krueger & Eaton, 2015; Murray, Eisner & Ribeaud, 2016) . Such structures reflect the fact while there is a tendency for mental health symptoms to co-occur across the spectrum of mental health problems (creating an apparent general factor), some symptoms are more likely to co-occur with one another than others. For example, internalising and externalising factors emerge because symptoms of anxiety and depression are more likely to co-occur with one another than with externalising symptoms such as aggression. In the current study, the emergence of a 'self-harm' factor suggests that it belongs in neither the internalising nor externalising domain but represents a domain in its own right. This is consistent with the results of Skre et al. (2013) , who found a 'risk' domain defined by a similar set of items to our 'self-harm' factor that could be distinguished from the other domain factors.
Within the above-described factor structure, we tested the possibility of response shifts due to exposure to a counselling intervention. Response shifts refer to a change in the way that respondents perceive or report their symptoms, as a result of therapy. One risk, for example, is that the effects of therapy are underestimated because respondents become better able to identify certain symptoms and report them at higher rates. We found some evidence for response shifts. Specifically, there was evidence that some items were better markers of functioning prior to therapy. For example, suicidal/self-harm ideation and sense of accomplishment better differentiated between individuals with different levels of general functioning at baseline than they did at follow-up, while having felt unhappy better differentiated among individuals differing in overall internalising problem severity at baseline than at follow-up. Only one item was a better marker of functioning at follow-up. This was Item 24, measuring suicidal ideation and better differentiated among individuals showing different overall levels of self-harm at follow-up as compared to baseline.
Overall, however, there was little evidence for response shifts. When we explored the implications of these, we found that they were likely to make only a small difference in practice. Specifically, when using traditional methods of comparing pre-versus postintervention scores, the effect size estimate was somewhat smaller than the effect size estimated using a latent variable model that took account of response shifts (1.15 versus 1.31). Thus, our results add to the evidence on the favourable psychometric properties of the CORE-OM, suggesting that it is reasonably robust to the effects of response shifts. This is reassuring for the use of the CORE-OM in clinical practice. In research contexts, however, we nonetheless recommend continuing to test for potential response shifts and using, partial invariance measurement models when they are in evidence. How much invariance is allowable in such cases is much-debated with recommendations for a required minimum number of invariant items ranging from 2 items to most items loading on the relevant factor (Byrne et al. 1989; Reise et al., 1993; Van de Schoot, 2012) . Ultimately it depends on how much bias is considered tolerable for a given purpose. If large effects of treatment are expected and measurement differences are minor, then invariant items may be less problematic.
Limitations
The primary limitation of the current study is that we were unable to establish the reason(s) for any measurement changes because of the mix of different therapies received by participants, only two measurement points (pre-and post-intervention), by the lack of a control group who were re-administered the CORE-OM but did not receive treatment and a lack of additional pertinent information about the participants and their experiences of counselling. As well as addressing the specific shortcomings listed here, it would also be useful to conduct intensive studies of responding to the CORE-OM including interviewing participants about their thought processes when responding to the CORE-OM in order to better understand any changes that occur in responding to clinical instruments as a result of psychotherapy. In addition, it will be important to distinguish the effects and possible interactions between recovery per se and the features of psychotherapy (e.g. psychoeducation) in response shifts. This may be achieved by using comparison groups who receive pharmacological treatment and both pharmacological treatment and psychotherapy.
It should also be acknowledged that arguments exist that attempts to measure psychological concepts such as subjective wellbeing quantitatively are flawed because such concepts are not 'real' in the way that, for example, are weight and height (Michell, 2012) .
For example, Michell (2012) , argued that just because a particular attribute can be put into an ordinal structure, it does not mean that it is quantifiable. Our standpoint is that we agree with
McLeod's (2011) assertion that reliance on a single approach to outcome measurement is not optimal. Qualitative approaches to individuals' experiences of change in conjunction with quantitative approaches, reflected in outcome measures such as the CORE-OM, are likely to
give a more valid picture of the nature of therapeutic change (McLeod, 2017) .
Conclusion
The CORE-OM shows some evidence of response shifts associated with treatment;
however, their practical importance is likely to be minimal.
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